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ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER
OF PRIME FACTORS OF SUMS a + b

P. ERDOS, h. maier and A. SARKOZY

ABSTRACT. We continue a series of investigations by A. Balog and two of the

authors (P. Erdos and A. Sarkozy) on the arithmetic properties of the elements

a + 6, where a € A, b € B, A and B "dense sequences."

The present paper transfers the famous Erdos-Kac theorem on the normal

distribution of the number of distinct prime factors of integers to such "sum

sequences."

1. Throughout this paper we use the following notations: For any real number

x let [x] denote the greatest integer less than or equal to x, and let ||x|| denote the

distance from x to the nearest integer: ||x|| = min(x — [x], 1 + [x] — x). We write

e2mx _ g^) The cardinality of the finite set X is denoted by \X\. v(n) denotes

the number of distinct prime factors of n, while fi(n) denotes the total number of

prime factors of n counted with multiplicity. We denote the distribution function

of the normal distribution by 4>(x):

<j>(x) = (27T)-1/2 f     e-u2'2du.
J — oo

2. Recently in several papers Balog, Erdos, Sarkozy and Stewart have studied

problems of the following type: If A, B are "dense" sequences of positive integers

then what can be told about the arithmetic properties of the sums a + b with

a € A, b € B? (See, e.g., [1, 4, 7 and 8].) These results show that from many

aspects the behavior of these sums is similar to the behavior of the sequence of the

consecutive integers. This fact led us to the following question: is it true that if

A, B are "dense" sequences, then the sums a + b with a e A, b & B must satisfy

an Erdos-Kac type theorem (see [3])? In other words, is it true that if A,B are

sets of integers not exceeding x and |A|,|B| are "large" in terms of x, then the

distribution of the numbers

(v(a + b) -loglogx)/(loglogx)1/2

can be approximated well by the normal distribution?

First we are going to show that if we count any integer n that can be represented

in the form a + b = n only once (independently of the number of solutions of

a + b = n) then the answer to the question above is negative. To see this, define the

set A in the following way: A = 2u{n: n < x, n = 1 (mod2), u(n + 2) > loglogx},
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and put B = A. By the Erdos-Kac theorem, we have |A| = |B| ~ x/4. It can

be shown (by using, e.g., the Chinese remainder theorem) that almost all the even

integers n = 2k with n < 2x can be represented in the form a + a', a 6 A, a' e A

so that the number of the integers that can be represented in the form a + a' is

altogether about x + x/4 = 5x/4. On the other hand, again by the Erdos-Kac

theorem, about half of the even integers n = 2k < 2x satisfy

(1) v(n) > log log x

(and they almost all are of the form a+a'), and also all the odd integers n satisfying

3 < n < x + 2 and (1) are of the form a + a', a G A, a' £ A (with a = 2) so that

there are about x/2 + x/A = 3x/4 integers satisfying (1) and of the form a + a'. This

is much more than their expected number ~ 1/2 • 5x/4 = 5x/8 (since the expected

number would be half of the number of all the integers of the form a + a'), and thus

no Erdos-Kac type theorem can hold.

On the other hand, we will show that if we count the sums a+b with multiplicity,

then the following Erdos-Kac type theorem holds.

THEOREM. There exist absolute constants Xr>,Ci such that if x > xq, A,B are

sets of positive integers not exceeding x and I is an arbitrary positive integer, then

we have

(2)   |km)=°€a,beB,^+^)<oi-^((^f;)s1;2)iAiiBi

<Cix(|A||B|)1/2(loglogx)-1/4.

We note that one can prove the analogous assertion with U(a + b) in place of

u(a + b) in near the same way. However, some technical details are slightly simpler

in case of the v function, and this is the reason that we have preferred to study

this case.

We guess that (2) can be improved by replacing the exponent 1/4 on the right-

hand side by 1/2 but unfortunately we have not been able to prove this. (On the

other hand, certainly (2) does not hold with an exponent larger than 1/2 in place

of 1/4.)
By the theorem above,

(lAIIBir^fta.ft): a € A, b € B, u(a + b) <l}\

can be approximated by

/ / - log log x \

0 ^ (log log x) V2)

provided that

x2(|A||B|)-1=o((loglogx)1/2).

Probably the upper bound on the right-hand side can be improved. On the other

hand, it cannot be replaced by O(exp(e^/\og log x log log log x)). This can be shown

by the following construction: let P denote the product of the primes not exceeding

(e/3) -v/log log x log log log x, and let A = B be the set of the integers of the form

fcP where 1 < k < x/P. It is easy to see that in this case,

x2(|A||B|)_1 > exp(e v/log log x log log log x),
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and, on the other hand, the sums a + b have "too many" prime factors, so that,

e.g., for I = [log log x] we have

(|A||B|)-1|{(a,6):a€A, 6 € B, u(a + b)<l)\ <\-26

/_/j-fogfog_X_\   _

<<p\(\o%\ogxyi2)

for some 6 = 6(e) > 0.

We will prove the theorem above by using the Hardy-Littlewood method.

Another alternative approach could be to use the moment method but it would

give much weaker estimates. On the other hand, the moment method has the ad-

vantage that it is more flexible so that one can use it to derive some nontrivial

results also in some cases when the more analytical approach does not work, e.g.,

when the cardinalities of the given sequences are smaller. We hope to return to

these questions in a subsequent paper.

3. Our theorem follows relatively easily from Lemma 1 below.

For/ = 0,1,2,..., put

S(x,l,a)=   2_.  c(na)
n<x

v(n)<l

and
/TV., n     j.( *-log logs >\

LEMMA 1. There exist absolute constants xi,C2 such that for x > x\, I =

0,1,2,..., and any real number a we have

M
S(x, I, a) - E(x, I) J2 e(na)  < C2x(\og log x)"1/4.

n=l

In this section we are going to derive our theorem from Lemma 1, while §§3-8

will be devoted to the proof of Lemma 1.

Put

F(a) = ]T e(aa),        G(a) = £ e(ba).

Clearly, we have

\{(a, b): a e A, 6 G B, u(a + b) <l}\

=       ^2       1=        Y2        /   e((a + b - n)a) da
a€A,b€B a6A,fceB    -'°

n<2x,v(n)<l n<2x,v(n)<l
a+b—n=0

— /    I 2_/ e(aa) J     zZ e(ba) j       ^2   e(~na)     da
•*°     \a£A /    \6€B /        n<2x

\u(n)<l J

= f  F(a)G(a)S(2x,l,-a)da.
Jo
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Thus by using Lemma 1 (with 2x in place of x), Cauchy's inequality and the Parseval

formula, we obtain that

||{(a,o): oG A, b G B, u(a + b) < l}\ - £(x,/)|A||B||

< \\{(a,b): ae A, b G B, u(a + b) < l}\ - P(2x,/)|A||B||

+ |£(2x,/)-JE;(x,/)||A||B|

=    f  F(a)G(a)S(2x,l,-a)da - E(2x,l)     ]T     1
^° a£A,66B

+ o((loglogx)-1/2|A||B|)

=    f  F(a)G(a)S(2x,l,-a)da - E(2x,l) J^ l
•'0 aeA.beB

n<2x,a+b—n=0

+ o((loglogx)-1/2|A||B|)

I f1
=    /   F(a)G(a)S(2x,l, -a) da

\Jo

,1 [2*]

-E(2x,l)       F(a)G(a)Y^<~na)da
Jo „=i

+ o((loglogx)-1/2|A||B|)

,1 [2^1

< /   |F(a)||G(a)| S(2x,l, -a) - E(2x,l) ]T e(-no)   da
J0 n=l

+ 0((loglogx)-1/2|A||B|)

= C»('x(loglogx)-1/4 f   \F(a)\\G(a)\da) + o ((loglogx)-1/2|A||B|)

= o(x(loglogx)-1/4f f   \F(a)\2daf   \G(a)\2do)      )

+ o((loglogx)-1/2|A||B|)

= O (x(loglogx)-1/4(|A||B|)1/2) + O ((loglogxr^lAHBl)

= o(x(|A||B|)1/2(loglogx)-1/4)

(since clearly |P(2x,/) - E(x,l)\ = o((loglogx)_1/2) uniformly in I) and this com-

pletes the proof of our theorem (assuming Lemma 1).
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4. We start with an outline for the proof of Lemma 1. The method bears

resemblance with that of Vinogradov applied in the proof of his Three Primes

Theorem [9]. We decompose the interval / = [0,1). Let

M0 = {a G /: \\a\\ < x_1(loglogx)1/4}.

The asymptotic equation
[x]

S(x,l,a) ~E(x,l) ^e(na)

71=1

is shown only for a G Mo- It follows easily from the Erdos-Kac theorem with error

term [2] by partial summation.   For a £ Mo we merely show that S(x,l,a) and

E(x, I) Yln=i e(na) are both small.

Let C3 > 0 be a fixed large constant. The set Mi is defined by Mi = {a: \\a\\ <

x~l log 3 x} — Mo- For each rational number a/q with 1 < q < log 3 x, 0 < a < q,

(a,q) = 1, we form the neighborhood

Ma,g = {a:\a- a/q\ < x"1 logC3 x).

We denote the union of these "major arcs" by M2:

M2 =        |J       Ma,9.
l<<j<logC3 X

(a,g) = l

To estimate S(x,l,a) = J2n<xv(n)<ie(na) ror a e ^2 we factor n = mPi(n).

(Here and in the sequel Pi(n) will denote the zth largest prime-factor of n.) We

apply the prime number theorem of Page-Siegel-Walfisz to deal with the sums over

the Pi(n)'s. The estimate for a G Mi is much simpler but depends on the same

basic ideas.

Let M3 = I— (M0UM1UM2). Here we again use the factorization n = mPi(n).

However the sums over Pi (n) are estimated by a mean-value argument.

5. Before estimating S(x,l,a) on the "major arcs" we prove some preliminary

lemmas.

Lemma 2.

/x e(ua)du + 0(||a||x).

(Here and in the sequel the constants implied in the O- and -^-symbols are absolute

unless indicated otherwise.)

PROOF. This follows immediately by Euler's summation formula.

LEMMA 3.    Let z > 3, A > 1, 0 < \0\ < z^^^ogz)'1.  Then

r^dtK/j-'oog^r1    (2-00).
J2     log U

Proof. We have

+r.r *jsLfc
y2i/2 w(iogu)2

Each of the three terms is < |/J|_1(log2)-1.
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LEMMA 4.    Let 1 < q < (\ogzf°3; (c,q) = 1.  Then we have

{£ tf(«)/j    log"
pEcmodg

+ 0C3 ((1 + |/?k)^exp(-C4(log2)1/2)) ,

w/iere C4 > 0 is an absolute constant.

PROOF. We apply the prime number theorem of Page-Siegel-Walfisz [5, p. 144,

Satz 8.3],

ir(u;q,c) = —— \iu + Oc3 (uexp(-C4(logu)1/2)J

for zll2 < u < z. Lemma 4 follows immediately by partial summation.

LEMMA 5.    Letxp(z,y) denote the number ofn < z that have only prime factors

< y.  Then we have for y < z,

,,      .                (    logloglogt/ /   loglogy   \\
*(,,„)< ,«p|-ioJy—l0gX + iogl0gy + 0{\ogloglogy)}

for y = y(z) —> 00 as z —> 00.

PROOF. This is a result of Rankin [6].

In the sequel we will use repeatedly conditions of the form

_ .   . /     logx      \
Pi (m) > exp    7—j-rx    .

V (log logx)2/

Therefore we introduce

(5.1) r.rw^ys^).

Lemma 6.

J2 -<c3 (loglogx)3.

m:x/(\og x)3C3<mPi(m)<x

PROOF. We set m = k ■ P, P = Pi(m), B = (logx)3°3. Then the summation

condition for mPi (m) implies

(x/Bk)1'2 <Pi(m)<(xlkY'2.

By Lemma 5 we have

£     h = £ £       ^ouiogx)-).
m:x/B<mPi(m)<x k<x/Y     [x/Bk)l/2<P<(x/k)1/2

P prime

The P-sum is
logP (log logx)3

log(x/fc)        3       logx
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6. We now turn to the "major arcs" estimate.

LEMMA 7.    (i) For a G M2 we have

S(x,l,a)<£c3 x(loglogx)-1/2.

(ii) For a G Mi we have

S(x,l,a) <c3 Hall-1 +z(loglogx)6/(logx).

PROOF. We first prove (i) and then indicate the modifications necessary for the

proof of (ii).

Given (a,q) with q < (logx)C3; (a,q) = 1; \a — a/q\ < x_1(logx)C3. Let

q = pj! ■ ■ ■ pj?r, pi < • ■ • < pT, 7, > 0, be the prime factorization of q. By application

of the Chinese remainder theorem we get a decomposition

a       fei        &2 br        ...   ,,       .
- = ^vt- + ^v5- +-\r-^    with [bi,qi) = 1.
q      pj1      p? p7

We factor n = pkmP, where (m,pi) = 1, k > 0, P = Pi(n). Then we replace

S(x,l,a) by a slightly modified sum S^\a). (For the sake of simplicity we omit

the dependence on x and / in the notations during the proof of Lemma 7.)

S(x, I, a) = S™ (a) + 0(x/Pl (log log x)1'2),

where

Sw{a) =        J2        e(ria)+ ^ e(na)
n<x;(n,pi)=l n<i;n=0modpi

v(n)<l v(n)<l+l

= J2spi>k(aY
k>0

with

m<x F€/(Pl,fc,m) VPl^gX/
"("»)<'—l;(»n,pi) = l      P prime

Pi(m)<x/mp\

Here I(pi,k,m) = [max(P1(m),pi);x/mpJ:]. The error-term 0(x/(pklogx)) con-

tains the contributions from n with double prime factor Pi(n)2. We now determine

the positive integer L = L(pi) by

p\ <(logx)2C3<pf+1.

Furthermore we define

M = M(x,/,pi)

= {m<xY~x : (m,pi) = l;mPi(m) < x/(logx)3Cs,v(m) < I - 1}.

Then we replace S^fa) by S^(a):

(6.1) 5<1)(a) = 5'2)(a) + P,

where

S{2)(*)=   E    E      E     «(ptmPa).
0<fc<L m€M P<x/mp\

P prime
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For the estimate of the error P we have to consider the effects of three modifications:

the restriction of the fc-sum to k < L, the additional condition imposed on m,

m G M, and finally the change in the range of summation from P G I(pi, k, m) to

P < x/mpk. We have

(6-2) £w»)«(i^pcr-

In the second step we apply Lemma 6,

(6-3) £   E     £   l«^^gXf.

m<xY~l     P prime

The contribution of m > xY-1 is <?C x/(logx) by Lemma 5. In the last estimate we

can assume that m G M. We observe that max(Pi(m),pi) <C (x/mpi)(logx)~C3

and thus

£       e(p\mPa)=     £     e(pkmPa) + O ( * )

P€I(puk,m) P<xlmp\ \     P1K    B    J       /
P prime p prime

which gives

E    £ £       MmPa)
0<k<L m€M P€l{pi ,k,m)

P prime

(6-4) /    r    \
-    £     £       £     e(pkmPa)+0    ^) .

P prime

From (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) we get

(6.5) R < x(loglogx)6/(logx).

We now set q — q/p]1 and decompose the sum S^(a) according to the residue

class mod q of n — pkmP. We set

(6.6) S^(a)=   J2   5»,
cmodq

where

Sc(a)=   E     £      £     <PimPa).

0<k<L m€M P<x/mp\

We denote the residue classes modp7\ by sp\, where (s,pi) = 1 and decompose

Sc(a) according to residue classes of p\mP mod pj1.
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We set a — a/q = 0.

m6M   |_0<A:<ii l<s<Pi~l

® J^ e(0pkmP)

P<x/mp\

p\mP=cmoAq

f=m"'smodpJ1_

+    £ £        e(<?pfmP)   ,

~1\<k<L     p<x/mp\

p\mP=cmodq

where?? = e(c(62/p22+- • ■+br/p^r)), c the common residue class of n = pkmP mod q.

Let
E      := £ e(8pkmP)    for fc < 71,

(fc,pi,m,0) P<x/mpi,P prime

mp j =c mod g

P=m-'a modp^1

and

J^      := ^ e(0pkmP)    for fc > 7l.

(fc,Pi,m,9) P<i/mpJ;P prime

rop*P=c mod g

By Lemma 4 we have now with 0 — 9pkm, z = xjmp\:

1 /•*/m^ e(0pkmu)  ,
-v I —;-du
<t>(qPi)h logw

+ o(-exp(-C4(logx)1/3)     for A; < 71,
v*     = I m

(Kvumfi)" 1 r^- e(flp*mii) du
^(QPi11) h logw

-f-Of— exp(-C4(logx)1/3))     forfc>7i.
v \m )

The substitution v = pku gives

' J_   /-x/m e(toi))

0(9) A logv

0 / x(loglogx)3 \     for fc ̂ ^
V0(o)m(logx)2/

y"      = J             1             r/"1 e(0m«) _,
^ —7-\- /        -;-dv

(fc,Pi,m,«) (f)(qp-^\pk J2 logW

+ Q/ x(loglogx)3-^     for^^

\0('?Pi'ri)pi^(iogx)2y
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Thus

mtd^smtrP- \ptjj2   iog^

■(l + 0\{l°^x)3})dv.
V       L    logx    jy

Since the inner sum without the error term is zero we get

(6.7) S^(a)=   T,   5c(a)«(l0f°SX)4.
e-~i,. log x

cmod q

Part (i) of Lemma 7 now follows from (6.4) and (6.8).   The proof of part (ii) is

much simpler since we need not consider residue classes.

In analogy to (6.1) we obtain

(6.8) S(x, I, a) = 5(2) (a) + O (x(log log x)6/log x)

with
s{2)(*)= E  £ <mPaY

m£M P<x/m
P prime

We now follow the estimate of J2(k Pl m 6) DU* orm^tne factor pk and the congruence

conditions. By Lemma 3 we get S^(a) <C ||a||_1 which together with (6.9) proves

(ii) of Lemma 7.

7. We now estimate S(x,l,a) on the "minor arcs". As a preparation we need

LEMMA 8.

|{n<x:P1(n)<2P2(n)}|«^1°fl0S^.
log x

PROOF. We factor n = mP2(n)Pi(n) and get

2-<        *-"       P2Pi ^      2-*      P2 log P2 +     ^
P2<xP2<Pi<2P2      *    1 Y/2<P2<x     2     8     2 n<x

Pi(n)<Y

x(loglogx)2

logx

LEMMA 9.     If f,a,q',q are integers, U,a are real numbers with 0 < q' < q,

U > 1, \a - a/q\ < l/q2 then we have

/+«' / l     \
Y] min   U, ——ry    < 4U + a log a.

This is a special case of Lemma 8a in [9, p. 24].

LEMMA 10.    Let 1 < q < x, (a,q) = 1, a = a/q + 0/q2, \6\ < 1.  Then we have

c,    ,    s   „        (loglogx)2
S(x,l,a)^C3x     1qsx

+ x(logx)*/2 (1-+q- + (log*)"* + M^V/2 .
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PROOF. In S(x, I, a) we can restrict the summation to n with

Pi(n) <x/(logx)°3.

The number of exceptional n is -Cc3 xl(logx)(loglogx). This follows from

El_ log logx

P^°3     logx   "
x/(log:r)c3<P<x

P prime

We again decompose n = mP, where P = Pi(n). We get

where

Suy(a)=        Yl £      <rnPa).
U<m<U'      2V<P<x/m

V<Pi{m)<2V     P prime

(U'<2U)

The U, V-sum runs over -C (logx)2 pairs (U, V), where U > (logx)°3. The number

of n not counted in the sums Sjjy (a) is, by Lemma 8, <C x(loglogx)2/(logx). We

now estimate Suy (a):

2

Sly(a)^U     Y, £       <mPa)
U<m<U'   2V<P<x/m

P prime

« ^ E £ e(m(pi ~ ft)")-
Pi,P2 U<m<min(x/Pi,x/P2,U')

Thus

S2uy«U      £      min((7]_ )
Pi,p2<x/u x     ii   v   i       ;;n/

= u    E £   ! ^fcira)
-x/U<n<x/U \n1,n2<x/U     J VMM/

[x/[/,]       (j + l)g

< J7 • —      V r   mm   (/,- ]
i=-[i/f/g]n=j9+l X       "       M/

<x       £       (C/ + ologo)<x( —+ l)(C/ + ologg)

j = -(x/«7q]-l ^9 '

<<x{m+l){u+q^x=x2logx(}q + l+^+h)

^x2\ogx(l-+q- + (\ogx)-C3 + ^^-\.
\q     x x      J

This proves Lemma 10.
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8.  We now conclude the proof of Lemma 1 and thus of our theorem. The Erdos-

Kac theorem with remainder [2] gives

J2   l=E(x,l)u + 0(u(\og\ogu)-1/2)    foru>x1/2.

n<u

v{n)<l

From this it follows by partial summation that

S(x,l,a)=E(x,l) /   e(ua)du + 0((l + \\a\\x)x(\og\ogx)-1/2).

By Lemma 2 the claim of Lemma 1 now follows for a G Mo. By Lemma 2 the claim

of Lemma 1 now follows from lemmas 2 and 7 and from the fact that Jx e(ua) du <C

||a||_1. For a G M3 by Dirichlet's approximation theorem there exists a,q with

(a,q) = 1, logC3 x <q = x(logx)~C3, and \a-a/q\ < 6/q2, \0\ < 1. Lemma 1 then

follows from Lemma 10. That concludes the proof.
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